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ffi I have brokcn a couple olbits
ed whcn making groovcs - usually
by trying to be too ambitious. Using
a slot cutter may be a better option.
Make a scribing cut first before the
full depth of cut needed. Beware
that grooves can also pack with
shavings, making it hard to proceed
with the cut.
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gfr Eclge moulding is a great iob to
S do on lhe router tablc. Adjust
the cheeks of the router fence
for maximum chip extraction and
maximum workpiece support.
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ff Freehand routinS, is hest achicved
g using a run-on pin. Somc tables
have this as a standard feature.
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6h lf your table doesn't have a quick
6D and accurate hcight adjustmenr
method, try the height adjuster tool

available from Trend - it saves a lot
of fiddling.
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guy the best TCT cutters vou can.

iF They give a [iner finish and last

longer. They can be sharpened too -
with care!
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d A Rcsults will be better with a-rpg
eqt more powerful and bigger
router. Floorstanding tables probably
need a 2000w, %in collet, variable
speed machine, while smaller bench
top models can be used with a %in
collet router. W
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ffietrer ffire*x shares his methods for

getling the best out of a router table
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{ Salery is very important. Hold
I do*,-rr. push stick. dust and chip
extraction, ear and eye protection are

all minimal requirements.
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Q The direction of fccd is usually
€ indicated on thc fcnce or table
of ready-made tables. Mark your own
table with an arrow to avoid mistakes.
At best, material might get flung
back at you, at worst you are risking
serious inlury.
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? B. sensitivc to the leed speed

r} of the workpiece. Listen to the

router - any drastic slowing of the
motor means that the feed rate is

too high.
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f_ Smaller cuttcrs can be set on
I* I.rigtt". speeds. larger diameter
cutters need lower speeds. Consult
the foutef of cuttef manual.
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